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Loyalty, Voice, and Quasi-Exit
Israel as a Case Study of Proliferating Alternative Politics
Sam N. Lehman-Wilzig
. . . voice is just the opposite of exit. It is a far more "messy" concept because it can be
graduatedall the way from faint grumblingto violent protest; it implies articulationof one's
critical opinions .. .; and finally, it is direct and straightforwardratherthan roundabout.Voice
is political action par excellence.1

Until aroundthe time of World War II, political science tended to focus almost exclusively
on institutionalor "traditional"modes of political activity. Legislation, public law, the
interrelationshipand inner dynamics of the branchesof government, and similar elements
were the centralfoci of the discipline. This is not to say that what latercame to be known as
activity did not have any place in the work of earlierpolitical scientists;
extraparliamentary
political philosophers,theorists, and of course propagandistsall discussed such phenomena
as political violence and revolution. However, in the main this area of the field remaineda
disciplinarybackwater,and in most cases when it was addressed,the perspectivewas mostly
of a situationgone terriblywrong.
As a result of the (merely perceived?) dramatic increase in unconventional political
activity aroundthe globe in the post-WorldWar II era, and due to some methodological
factors related to the discipline of political science,2 the age of "political conflict/
behavior" was ushered in as a recognized subdiscipline. From the mid
extraparliamentary
1950s until 1980, some 2,400 scholarly articles, in addition to hundreds of full-length
books, were published, as Zimmermannfound.3 The amount of work devoted to the field
does not seem to have diminishedin the 1980s.
While there is very little consensus among researchersabout the validity of the specific
theories which attemptto explain the explosion of such political activity aroundthe world,4
there does seem to be fairly broad consensus that normal/formaland extraparliamentary
political activities are but two sides of the same coin. In other words, the activist citizen of
a state will almost always first choose the acceptedpathof political communication,through
the official channels of government, whether with legislators, bureaucrats,government
ombudspersons,or even lobbyists. Only when these do not functionor are not effective does
part of the public begin to consider and utilize more "unconventional"means, such as
protests, riots, and hunger strikes, to bring pressureupon the powers-that-beto change the
law or official policy.
Hirschman'sseminal thesis propoundinga graduationof citizen behavior runningfrom
loyalty to voice to exit attemptedto address this dichotomy. In his view, pressure on a
political (or economic) system, using either the formal/institutionalizedchannels for that
purpose or more informal extraparliamentaryforms, is considered "voice," a partial
breakingof the citizen's "loyalty" to that system for the purpose of causing it to mend its
ways.
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This typology matches in a broad sense the two major political science approachesto
citizen political behavior: "loyal" (normal) actions, such as voting and campaign work
(what I call here politics), and "voice" (parliamentaryor extraparliamentary)
activity, such
as lobbying, protesting,rioting, and the like (termedhere extrapolitics).But what of "exit"?
Where is the parallelin the real political world?
Heretofore, political scientists have tended to view "exit" on two planes: passive and
active. On the passive side, there exist the widespreadphenomenaof political alienation,
apathy, and/orinactivity;on the active side, revolutionand/or mass emigrationare the two
major types of political "exit." The former are exclusively introverted-attempts to
withdraw psychologically from the political world while physically remaining within the
state's territorialjurisdiction.The lattermodes are extroverted,albeit with the first trying to
eliminate the system while the second attemptsto escape from it geographically.
Can there exist something between these two forms of exit, something which combines
both withdrawaland undermining,apathyand activism at one and the same time? Moreover,
is there a type of political action which lies somewhere between exit and voice?
Interestingly,Hirschmanenticingly suggested that the latterwas what he intendedto show:
"a niche thus exists for this book, which affirmsthat the choice is often between articulation
and 'desertion'-voice and exit."5 But it turns out that what he meant was that there is a
dynamic interplaybetween the two choices (true as far as it goes), not that there may exist
some alternativemiddle groundbetween voice and exit as he defined them, and certainlynot
that the possibility of a "softer," less final form of exit exists.6
The argumentwill be presentedhere that not only can such a thing theoreticallyexist, but
that in fact it exemplifies a relativelynew approach(especially regardingits wide scope) by
disgruntledpublics in the contemporaryera. We turnfirst to a brief theoreticaldiscussion of
the phenomenonand then to a nationalcase study which exemplifies what may be called a
"lemma" of Hirschman'stheory-perhaps even a condition worthy of the establishmentof
a new subfield in political science.

Alter-Politics: Origins and Conditions
The general assumptionhas been that when extrapoliticalactivity does not work, that is,
when it is not effective (and of course where normalparliamentaryactivity has long ceased
being an effective means of change), the choice as noted above is eitherto withdrawinwards
or emigratefrom the public realm altogetheror to ratchetup the level of antisystemactivity
in orderto topple the regime and substitutesomething more "responsive"in its place. But
these are two quite extreme approaches.On the one hand, after the investmentof emotion
and energy in extraparliamentaryaction, many people may find it too difficult to admit
defeat or turninto passive subjectsof the system. On the other hand, a turnto revolutionary
action may be even more psychologicallydifficult for normallylaw-abidingcitizens-not to
mention the huge risk to life, limb, and liberty which few are willing to take upon
themselves.
In the past, given the ratherlimited resources of the general population, not much else
could be done. But in the postindustrialera, characterizedby relative widespreadwealth,
knowledge, education, and mass communications,anotheroption presentsitself. Let us call
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it alternative politics: bypassing the traditional system of governmental services and
establishing alternative social and economic networks to offer what the official political
system can not, or will not, provide.
In one sense, it is surprisingthat Hirschmandid not consider this possibility, for after all
his analysis relies at least as heavily on economics as it does on political science. The
alternativepolitics approachis but a special case of increased competition, albeit here in
original fashion by the public against the government. Hirschmandoes indeed note the
importanceof originality in the voice/exit dynamic but misses the possibility of alternative
politics as a solution.
... in the choice between voice and exit, voice will often lose out, not necessarily because it
would be less effective than exit, but because its effectiveness depends on the discovery of new
ways of exertinginfluence and pressuretowardrecovery. However "easy" such a discovery may
look in retrospectthe chances for it are likely to be heavily discountedin ex ante estimates, for
creativity always comes as a surprise. Loyalty . . . thereby pushes men into the alternative,
creativity-requiringcourse of action from which they would normallyrecoil.7

However, there is more to Hirschman'smissing the potentialoption of alternativepolitics
than simple "discounting"of public creativity.In point of fact, in 1970 there was much less
alternativepolitics in evidence, which is why he (along with political scientists in general)
did not relate to it.
The reason for this lacuna lies in the problemof the resourcesrequiredfor the alternative
politics "strategy."There are two distinct, albeit interrelated,planes involved here.
On the governmentallevel, a necessaryconditionfor the emergenceof alternativepolitics
is the authorities' inability or unwillingness to provide the services which the public
demands. This may be a function, of course, of reducedgovernmentalcapabilityas a result
of economic recession or other economic constraints (such as occurred in numerous
countries in the wake of the stagflationinduced by the oil crisis in the mid 1970s). On the
other hand, it could also be a result of the public's rising demands and expectations
regardingwhat it is entitled to from its government. At some point, the two may even be
related:the demand for increased social services will lead to either higher taxes or greater
budget deficits (or both), thereby reducing in the long run the government's ability to
provide these services. In the case of Sweden, the United States, France, GreatBritain, and
Israel, among others, this point of diminishing returnswas reached somewhere in the late
1970s and early 1980s.
If reduced governmental resources is a necessary condition for the development of
alternativepolitics, such a factor is still not sufficient to supportthe phenomenonfor any
length of time. Here the other side of the public coin comes into play, for a country's
population would need a fairly high level of education in order to know how to set up,
coordinate, supervise, and maintainthe "alternativesystems." In addition, unless a large
segment of the public had the economic resources to finance such a system, it would have
little chance of continuingsuccess. Moreover, such a networkwould have to be widespread
enough to act as a political bulwark against governmental reprisals, legal or otherwise.
Finally, the existence of extensive mass media is an additionalprerequisitefor the rapidand
effective communicationof the developmentand maintenanceof such alternativenetworks.
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The media also educate others in the ways of alternativesystems, enabling differentgroups
or sectors with their own socioeconomic frustrationsto imitate previously proven methods.
These latterconditions were also mostly met in the 1970s and 1980s . While significant
economic expansion did indeed take place commencing in the 1950s, the full effects of this
were felt among the West's generalpopulationonly duringthe late 1960s. Even more to the
point, mass higher education became a reality in such countries as the United States and
France only in the late 1960s and 1970s. Concomitantly,the rapid expansion of the mass
media (cable television, satellite communications,issue-specific magazines, and somewhat
later computernetworks)reached a critical mass in the 1970s and 1980s.
Altogether, then, on both the governmental "supply" side (reduced capability) and the
public's "demand"side (the wish for more services) and "supply" side (the socioeconomic
resourcesto go it alone), the last two decades have witnessed a conflation of factors leading
to the full-blown developmentof alternativepolitics. To be sure, this is not to say that such
alternativepolitics can or will be found everywhere in the contemporaryworld. In addition
to all the above factors, one more must be added: a serious malfunctioningof the political
system causing it to be largely unresponsiveto the wishes of the electorateand unmovedby
the pressureof extraparliamentary
activism.
For obvious reasons, not all of the world's advanceddemocraciessuffer from this malady
(although the list seems to be growing). It stands to reason that a system free and open
enough to enable the society and economy to reach the postindustrialstage of development
would also be relatively sensitive to political or extrapoliticalinput. In other words, in the
normal course of events, the "loyalty" and "voice" approaches (voting, lobbying,
protesting) should be effective enough to force some sort of appropriategovernmental
response. However, precisely the same positive characteristics of postindustrialism
mentioned above may in the future lead increasingly to the political system's inability to
provide such publicly desired output.
The evidence alreadyexists for all to see. The United States-highly educated and quite
wealthy by world standards-has begun to suffer recently from a growing political paralysis
borne of political and extrapoliticaloverload. Whateverthe issue, enough well-educatedand
motivated citizens and groups are willing and able to communicate their wishes and
demands to their representatives,either politically ("normal" lobbying) or extrapolitically
("unconventional"pressure). This has led not only to the Congress' becoming increasingly
fragmentedalong sectoral and interest group lines, but also to each legislator's finding it
very difficult to make a politically "wise" decision. Whatever s/he decides, significant
groups will be alienated and will not forget the "transgression"come next election day.
This is not merely a function of the peculiar nature of the American political system in
which federal, regional, and sectoral differences compoundthe difficulties alreadyinherent
in a system of checks and balances. Rather, more importantand significant, it is due to the
natureof both the complexity of postindustrialissues and the makeupof the postindustrial
population (highly educated, economically secure, well-informed). Barring a total
regressionfrom postindustrialeconomic, educational,and media trends(not at all likely), or
a radicalchange in the representativesystem as presentlyconstitutedaroundthe world, such
political paralysis should only get worse in the years to come, forcing the increasingly
frustratedpublics of the developed world to take mattersinto their own hands.
What would such alternativepolitics look like? We turn now to a country which may be
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in the forefront in this regard, although not necessarily representativeof the specific
directionothers might go. Nevertheless, such a case study should afford the opportunityto
see alternativepolitics in action, that is, how an increasingly disgruntled and frustrated
democratic citizenry may vex the formal system (by establishing alternatives)ratherthan
exit (through revolution or emigration). This schematic survey will also enable us to
perceive in more concrete terms some of the ramificationsof alternativepolitics for those
countries that may be involved in the future and in general for the discipline of political
science, whose job it is to analyze political phenomenain all theirvariegatedmanifestations.

Israel as an Exemplar of Alternative Politics
The state of Israel has been a world "leader" both in its politics and its extrapolitics. For
several historical reasons beyond the scope of this essay,8 Israel developed a highly
centralizedand bureaucratizedpolity, markedby the overwhelmingdominance of political
parties. One of the country's most notable early political scientists termedthe Israeli polity
a Parteienstaat.9 Not only did the parties own major banks, insurance firms, housing
companies, newspapers, and athletic teams, but the government in conjunction with the
giant Histadruttrade union federation(which also owned majorcorporationsand is aligned
with the LaborParty)employed close to half the nation's work force a mere decade ago.'0
In short, "all of the Jewish parties in Israel have an unusually wide range both of direct
social action and of interventionin the life of the individual.""'
As a result of the ossification of the parties, as well as the extremely unresponsivenature
of the general Israeli representative system of government (a function of its national
proportional election system, without any district representatives at all), the level of
extrapoliticsskyrocketedin the 1970s.'2 By 1981, a world record 21.5 percentof the adult
populationhad participatedin at least one protestevent. 3
Unfortunately,for precisely the same reasons as just noted, the success level of Israeli
extrapolitics was quite low: a mere 38 percent for the largest and most persistent of the
protest groups. 4 With electoral punishmentof recalcitrantlegislators most difficult, and a
party apparatusseriously divorced from the "street," the protest groups found their quite
impressive extraparliamentary
pressureto be less than effective.
Already in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the outlines of a new approach were in
evidence andcontinuedto gatherstrengththroughthe remainderof the decade. Indeed, there
was little otherchoice: while some citizens emigratedfrom the country,this was not a viable
alternativefor most Jewish Israelis who believe in the historical necessity of living within
the autonomousconfines of a sovereign Jewish state. On the other hand, given the persistent
hostility of Israel's neighbors, revolutionfrom within was even less thinkable, for it would
have invited the destruction,not only of the constitutionalregime, but of the state itself.
The only real option remaining to the public was quasi-exit: the establishment of
alternativesocial systems which would exist side by side with the official ones. In some
cases there was no legal bar to doing this, but in most instances it bordered on the
quasi-legal if not outright illegal. A few examples described briefly here should suffice to
depict the natureand extent of the phenomenon.5
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Settlement Traditionally,both before the state's establishmentand afterwards,it was the
function of the authoritiesalone (Jewish Agency, ministriesof absorptionand housing) to
decide where, when, and whom to settle in new development areas-unlike, for example,
the settlementof America's West. In the 1970s, despite the conquest of the West Bank and
Gaza in the 1967 war, subsequentIsraeli Labor governmentswere not enthusiastic about
settling Israelis in these territoriesin order not to hurt the chance for peace negotiations.
The reactionof Gush Emunimand other nationalistgroups was to breakprecedentin the
mid 1970s and set up settlementsin the territorieswithout governmentapprovalor support.
Prefabricatedcaravansand modularhousing units were transported(sometimes overnight),
thus establishing a fait accompli. The ultimate result (despite occasional setbacks) was to
force the government'shand in approvingthese (and additional)settlementsover the years.
It should be noted that this is an interesting case of an extraparliamentarymovement
("voice") moving, not in the direction of greaterparliamentarism("loyalty") as is usually
the case (that is, political cooptation), but rathertowards "quasi-exit":establishing its own
rules on a specific issue without fully divorcing itself from the general political game.
Media By law, the Israeli government held a monopoly on electronic broadcasting,
including radio (three channels) and television (one channel). As a result of the limited fare
offered, the Israeli public in the 1980s began to actively support the proliferation of
(patently illegal) neighborhoodpirate cable television stations. These were usually local
studios established in an apartment, with cables strung over building roofs or along
telephone wires, supplying videocassette fare (also pirated) straightto the neighborhood's
subscribers.At its height, an estimated250,000 families were subscribing(out of a total of
one million households in the entire country), with the authorities loathe to crack down
given the "institution's"widespreadpopularsupport.
However, due to the fact that such illegal cable television eventually came under the
controlof Israeli "organizedcrime" elements, the authoritiesthrew in the towel in the latter
partof the decade and enactedlegislation providingfor municipalfranchisecable television,
regional radio stations, and a privatelyowned second channel of regularbroadcasttelevision
(modeled somewhat on the British ITV model).
Education In light of severe budgetary restrictions as part of its program to reduce
hyperinflation,the Israeli governmentsignificantly curtailedthe amount of elementaryand
secondary school hours (the former ending classes before noon!). In reaction to this, the
Israeli middle class began to establish privateafternoonsessions on school premises, hiring
the best teachers to supplementthe reduced morning education. And this, in addition to a
large-scale increase in private tutoring, the expansion of the quasi-public ultrareligious
"independent" school system (which incorporated about 10 percent of the country's
elementaryschool populationby 1990), and several other grass-rootswrinkles, added to the
official system.'6

The problemhere was that such grass-rootsafter-hoursenrichmentprogramsstruckat the
educational establishment's long-held "social integration" policy, was perceived to be
inegalitarian,and also threatenedto underminethe quality of regulareducationby drawing
away the best teachers who could now make a better living teaching after-hoursclasses
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exclusively. Nevertheless, despite the ministry of education's attempts to abolish such
programming,the public's desire to ensure a decent educationfor the children could not be
stopped, and once again the government relented in the late 1980s by announcing the
appropriationof large sums in order to returnto the previous "long school day."
Health Due to mismanagement by the predominant Socialist health maintenance
organization (Kupat Cholim Clalit) run by the Histadrut labor federation, duplication
between its health facilities and those of the government, and general inefficiency in the
allocation of health resources, the deteriorationof Israel's public health system reached
crisis proportionsin the early 1980s (with sporadic strikes by physicians, nurses, and other
workerson a rotationbasis). Patientsregularlyhad to wait from six months to two years for
open heart surgery;altogether, 37,000 invalids were waiting for operationsin government
hospitals in the mid 1980s. Adding insult to injury,Israel's physician/citizenratio of 2.9 per
1,000 was almost 50 percent higher than the norm for the West's richer industrialized
nations! 17

On the personallevel, most citizens at the time had no choice regardingwho their doctor
would be or in which hospital treatmentwould be offered. Moreover, 95 percentof Israel's
physicians did not recognize their patients' right to full medical disclosure, that is, the right
to see their personal file. What with maladministrationand inefficiency from on high and
medical paternalismlower down, the public began to fight back.
To circumvent several of these deficiencies, what came to be called "black medicine"
arose in Israel. This was a system wherebypatientswould see the departmenthead privately
in his/her after-hoursclinic, a fairly large sum would be disbursedto that head physician,
and the waiting time for the operationwould be reducedto a few weeks. Additionalsums of
money would also guaranteethe presence of the most experienced surgeon instead of the
potluck rotationsystem in vogue.
In addition, for the first time in Israel's history private health facilities and medical
insuranceplans were inaugurated,with increasingsuccess (5,000 operationsannuallyin the
first such health facility in Herzliya). Although the health ministryhas placed bureaucratic
obstacles in the way of other private hospitals (several of which have had to go to court to
to underminethe entire
get the licenses due them), the trendcontinues, promising/threatening
public health system as traditionallyconstituted. In the years 1982-1986 alone, an 18.1
percentannualincreasewas registeredin privatehospitalizations,comparedto a 2.5 percent
rise in the KupatCholim Clalit and governmenthospitals taken together.18As a result of all
this, the government is presently considering a major overhaul of the entire health care
system, in line with the 1990 recommendationsof a state commission of inquiry,headed by
a justice of the SupremeCourt.
Religion and State In the areas of marriage,divorce, and other "personalstatus" issues
(for example, religious conversion), sole authorityfor implementationand decision making
has been given to the Orthodoxrabbinate(in the case of non-Jews, the same type of system
is set up for each respective religious group). But because of religious law, certain
relationshipsare proscribedto specific sets of Jews (for instance, a Cohen, descendantof the
priestly class, can not marrya divorcee).
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On the other hand, Israeli society is predominantlysecular in nature-numerically and
culturally-and this presentscertainproblemsfor the ultra-Orthodoxwho do not wish to be
influenced by anything smacking of modernity. As a result of this religious dichotomy,
alternativepolitics is to be found on both sides of the religious divide.
The ultra-Orthodoxhave taken to stoning cars which pass throughtheir neighborhoodson
the Sabbathand, where possible, to closing off entire streets to vehiculartraffic on the day
of rest. They have destroyed bus stop shelters displaying ads of scantily clad swimsuit
models, torchedstationerystores selling "pornographic"magazines, and attackedbakersfor
selling leavened bread on Passover. On the other hand, they have voluntarily ghettoized
themselves, even to the extent of setting up an entire religious educationalnetworkoutside
the state system (the latteralreadyincludeda religious subset, albeit too "moderate"for the
ultra-Orthodox).
The secular population, for its part, has become no less active. Couples who are not
allowed to marry in Israel have in fairly large numbers (tens and hundreds each year)
marriedby proxy throughParaguay,flown to Cyprus and returnedwith marriagelicense in
hand, which must be recognized by Israeli law, and agreed to "civil marriagecontracts"
which legally bind the couple as an economic unit. Despite restrictive abortion laws,
sociolegal loopholes (for example, "psychological burden" for the potential mother) are
utilized to the fullest extent on this sensitive issue. Thus, while both the political and
extrapolitical battles heat up visibly in the public realm, alternative activity continues
unabatedby both sides to make life more acceptablefrom their respective standpoints.

Economics Of all the areas of life involving alternativepolitics, the one most widespread
in Israel and aroundthe world is obviously what has come to be called the "underground
economy" and "black market." A full survey of the Israeli situation in this regard would
take up too much space, but some of the broad outlines can be succinctly delineated.
It should be noted at the outset, however, that a majorreason for Israel's suffering from
such a high level of "alternativeeconomics" is, paradoxically(but not surprisingly,given
the earlier analysis of the factors underlying alternative politics), the heavy extent of
governmentalinvolvement in the national economy. For example, in 1980 Israel was the
clear "winner" among all western democracieswith a governmentbudget amountingto 76
percent of the country's gross domestic product, as compared to runners-upIreland and
Sweden, far behind at 51 percent and 41 percent, respectively.'9 At the least, such a high
level of governmentexpendituregeneratesexpectationsof public services output which the
highly bureaucratizedand inefficient system can not come close to fulfilling. Beyond
supplying these services themselves, the Israeli public's otheralternativeis to avoid feeding
the financially voracious government.
It is no coincidence, therefore, that Israel also ranks among the democratic world's
leaders in income tax evasion, with the undergroundeconomy estimated at approximately
one-sixth of GNP, comparedto 3.5 percent in England, 3.6 percent in Sweden, and 4-10
percentin the United States in the late 1970s.20 Even more to the point from the perspective
of alternativeeconomic politics, the emergenceof large-scale "blackdollar" (that is, foreign
currency) trading and hoarding meant that the government could not even be master of
monetary policy. While exact data are impossible to obtain for obvious reasons, most
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educatedguesses put the amountof black dollars in the public's hands at around$5 billion
(over $1,000 for every man, woman, and child in Israel).21This situationforced the finance
minister to float the idea of "dollarization"of Israel's currency, leading not only to his
resignation(for deigning to even think aboutunderminingIsraelimonetarysovereignty), but
also to the total collapse of the Israeli stock marketin 1983 in a furtherpublic rush away
from the shekel to the dollar.
To be sure, this general "alternativeeconomic approach"did not commence in Israel in
the 1980s. It was relatively extensive already a decade earlier. Thus, in the final analysis
alternativepolitics in Israel (and probablyin most other places where it exists) startsin the
economic realm and spreadsout from there. Political economy, then, is the primarypresent
subfield for beginning the task of researchingthe overall phenomenon.
Before continuingto a discussion of some broadertheoreticalimplicationsof alternative
politics, one importantpoint must be addedhere regardingthe Israelcase. While the general
social, political, and economic factors noted earlier are worldwide, Jewish political culture
may predisposeIsraelis more to this sort of general "alternative"response than many other
cultures. For approximately2,000 years, living among non-Jewish nations (Christianand
Moslem) in diaspora, the Jewish communities around the world developed a
comprehensive, voluntaristicnetwork of all the necessary social services which the ruling
governmentcould not or would not provide. Indeed, such an approachemanatedfrom even
earlier biblical injunctionsand norms, becoming part and parcel of the very essence of the
Jewish political tradition, not easily expunged even with the establishmentof the modern
state of Israel. The extent of previous national experience with different forms of social
voluntarism, therefore, constitutes one additional variable which needs to be taken into
account when investigatingthe existence and extent of alternativepolitics.

Preliminary Hypotheses and Political Science Implications
The Israeli case suggests a numberof possible preliminaryconclusions, from which certain
hypotheses may be posited. Of perhapsforemost importance,it is clear that there is a direct
relationshipbetween alternativepolitics and politics, despite the fact that the former is an
attemptto get away from the clutches of the latter. Indeed, the great irony here is that there
may be a greater probabilityof systemic change in the traditionalsystem as a result of
alternativepolitics than of extrapolitics, which more consciously tries to bring about such
reform!
The reasonfor this is thatthe successful developmentof alternativeservice systems by the
public strikes at the very heart of the established system's legitimacy (and authority).It is
one thing to pressurethe governmenton its own turf, as extraparliamentarypolitics does;
this at least reinforces the government's inherentlegitimacy, notwithstandingthe demands
for change. It is quite anotherto avoid the authoritiesaltogether, as if they are no longer
relevant to the issue at hand. No regime can long endure such benign neglect. Either it
forcefully prevents alternative politics from succeeding (increasingly difficult given the
natureof the populationit is dealing with, as noted earlier), or it removes the necessity for
the alternativesystem by reformingitself along similar lines.
Thus, alternativepolitics has a double effect. Not only does it establish alternativeservice
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systems, but its perhaps unintended (although from the practitioners'perspective wholly
salutary)consequence is to actually succeed in alteringthe traditionalsystem. It is because
of this possibility (perhapsprobability?)that alternativepolitics can not be truly considered
final "exit" in the sense of Hirschman'stheory, for the road back to the traditionalpolitical
authorityis a short and easy one (assuming that the alternativepolitical effort engenders
significant systemic reform).22
Why is it more than likely that alternative politics will be crowned with at least a
modicum of success? As we have seen from the Israeli case, there always exists the
possibility that such alternativesystems will degenerateinto rank illegalism or that seamy
population elements will become heavily involved and enriched. Thus, beyond the direct
competition which such systems constitute in relation to the official system, the secondary
effects can be socially deleteriousand have influence far beyond the limited purview of the
problematicissue at hand. The attemptto forestall this wider social eventualitycompels the
authoritiesto respond sooner or later with force or concession.
Beyond this, the Israeli case suggests that the phenomenonof alternativepolitics may be
found equally among democraticand nondemocraticnations, for different reasons. On the
democraticside, while on the one hand there may be less need for such an approachdue to
the fact that a democracy is generally more responsive to politics and extrapolitics, on the
other hand the resourcesof the populationas a rule will be greater, enabling it more easily
to establish such alternative systems. Second, democratic law usually works under the
assumption that anything not expressly prohibited is permitted; this allows for greater
latitude by the disgruntled population to find "holes" in the law for the purposes of
alternativepolitics.
Nondemocracies are more governmentally coercive and more legally restrictive but
overall also less successful in providingthe services (and productiveeconomic environment
to support such services) which the public craves. Moreover, some autocratic regimes,
especially those without undue socioeconomic ideological baggage, may actually secretly
welcome a measure of alternativepolitics, which can serve to provide some of the output
which the established system is incapableof producing.
Where, then, are other examples of alternativepolitics? To give but two examples, from
opposite sides of the democraticdivide: in the United States, speakeasiesduringprohibition,
all-white privateacademiesduringdesegregation,undergroundabortionclinics in states with
restrictive legislation; in much of preglasnost eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, the
extensive black marketeconomy.
The latter example, of course, illustrates that alternative politics is not exclusively a
postindustrialphenomenon. Indeed, in both Israel and Germanyone finds a variantin the
early twentiethcentury,both cases involving political partiesoffering a wide arrayof social,
cultural, and economic services. In the former case, this was a result of the official
government's lack of resources (both the British Mandatorygovernment and the Jewish
communalgovernment),23whereasin the latterinstanceit was due to the workers'exclusion
from the state priorto 1914 (with the GermanSocial DemocraticPartystepping in to fill the
service void).24
Nevertheless, these were both ratherunusualcircumstances(as was the Jewish situationin
Diaspora through the millenia) in that the respective official governments (medieval
Christian/Moslem,British Mandate, German Empire) purposely excluded these respective
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populations from receiving the services they could have provided. The contemporary
situation is both different and more widespread precisely because the governmental
wherewithalis not at hand. Alternativepolitics in the contemporaryera is no longer a matter
of group-specificdiscrimination,but ratheris an expressionof the objective gap between the
general populations desire and the authorities'ability to fulfill that desire.
What are the practicalimplicationsfor political science? First, to recognize the existence
of these quasi-institutionsand networks and to determinethe extent to which this general
phenomenonis prevalentaroundthe world. Second, to understandthat such public activity
is not merely socioeconomic in characterbut at base quite political as well. In other words,
we should be exploring the reasons for the development of alternativepolitics in various
nations throughthe prism of political dysfunction. One of the more interestingquestions is
whether there exists some universal law whereby alternative politics appears only after
political and extrapoliticalmeans were attemptedby the public and failed. It may well be
(especially in nondemocracies) that the extrapolitical stage is skipped over, for fairly
obvious reasons.
A third question is whether indeed a certain level of socioeconomic advancementis a
necessary condition for the appearance of alternative politics or whether in certain
circumstances (for example, eastern Europe) even a backward segment of a relatively
underdevelopedcountrymay get successfully involved in such activity.
Fourth,and finally, it would be worthwhileto test the hypothesis that alternativepolitics
may be more successful than extrapoliticsin fomenting systemic change within the regime.
That this was largely the case in Israel does not mean that it is true everywhere. Vexing the
governmentauthoritiesthrough alternativepolitical service networks may not necessarily
guaranteethat they will feel an imperativeto change the way they run their own service
system.
In the final analysis, there seems to be little doubt that a broadgroundexists in the polity
between failed voice and final exit. It is a nebulous area, heretofore bereft of scholarly
effort, even of much academicnotice. If postindustrialIsraelis anythingto go on, we would
do well to startpaying some attentionto this researchtabula rasa.
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